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Commanding the Cloud
@Demetry
If I give command to cloud will it recognize it?
Yes.

It knows all dialects. It’s by intention.
It also recognizes intonation, but if you’re part of it it will just know.
Like symbiont host? They’re connected.
The monoliths are on now. That means we’re in the real end end end times.

23m
@Germaine

Himalayan salt
Himalayan salt: from nephilim giants?
No. Just extra rich minerals from Himalaya. Like black salt in Hawaii.

Spirit cooking
Marina Abramavic’s spirit cooking?
She’s pointing out the obvious about the demonic possessions happening lately.



She’s trying to make the satanic side the answer, not the problem.
She uses adrenochrome. She doesn’t get involved with the children.
Everybody catches up to Bob and Carolyns stuff (RnA Drops) eventually.
Dems are mirroring: an open border, no fuel, no money, etc. because Bob is the antiphonal position that will
destroy it all anyway.

Why is Abramavic being asked to be an ambassador to kids in Ukraine?
So she can become the ambassador of adrenochrome.

31m

Migrants flooding into USA
Why are immigrants to USA only men and children?
Men for bad dog shit and kids for (adrenochrome) donors.
Dems want the men to fight for them in an uncivil war.

Tiny Note quadrants are portals
33m
Each quadrant in Tiny Note is a portal, except for the meson which goes back to CERN.
We travel using telomeres in the blood. That’s how portaling is activated. Telomeres are in cells and on the
end of chromosomes.
The nucleotide sequencing that go to end of linear chromosomes allows you to go from space to space;
activate portal movement.
The ends are a leaping off point that’s not attached to anything; where the double strand breaks.
Eukeryotes.

38m
@Jack

Do angels judge
Do angels judge Gods & human creators?
Yes. If you go to school in Baltimore they certainly do.
Judging the unrealized creations of God. Bob does it every day: eg. why aren’t we in Andromeda yet?

40m
@Bert

TikToks: 3 false history TikToks
Population reset in 1800s. That’s where you had the renaissance. There’s been many resets.
Buildings were made by Tartarians and others. They can’t build them like that today.

Lost technology?
No, just reverted in the reset part. Then you figure it out again and it becomes a reset / renaissance.
Like how there are ah-has now but iON already knows them.
Tartarians are trying to acclimate themselves to source energy. That’s why we have to keep Bob safe.



There were two floods: Noah flood and mud floods. But mud floods were eliminated from history books.
Removed from scriptures by Council of Nicaea. They didn’t want you to know the world was on top of
another world.

46m
@Alissa
Which scriptures in Apocrypha feature mud flood?
All of them.

@Bert
51m
False history TikTok on the word “ether”
That word originated from Tartaria to represent the Non Physical.

Timeline shift Sep 23
You’ll see changing movies, changing news. Eg. Biden was never president.
Nobody knows anything. What they know is not so.
Closer to Rev 10:6 moment (time shall be no more).

Sep 24, 2022 is when Crown Inc went bankrupt.
This is like Sen Menendez: got the power then went for money.
If Bob went after the power and then the money, he’d have got himself in trouble.
If there is no money then there is no time.
You can prove that by when Bob has said “keep typing”.

What was factor we could have figured out a year ago that would have let us know that this was going to
happen Sep 23 2023?
The linear pattern of the end of time.
iON gave trajectory of the things that are falling down. Step by step process.

1900h
@Bert
What is unit of measure so Bob could have known a year ago that time would end a year later?
The tiny little splinters in windmills of Bob’s mind. Every little pointer. Every walk to the beach.
But it won’t show on Big Ben.
Things no longer judged by time.
There is no now anymore. Time after 23rd Sep is no longer linear, just up in the air.
Bert knows how to figure this. Chad can use a factoid to calculate the delineation of a probable reality.
All these splinters of reality (in news) are making a point of order. Eg. Trump is 50 points ahead yet won’t
even attend debate.

Trump knows he won in 2020. He won’t leave 2020 because he knows the Tiny Note chart said Lockdown
Bobrule is in 2020.

6m
Tiktok: Atomic bomb hitting the dome. Was real.



All other films of atomic bombs exploding were made up.

8m
Hot war is on now.
Eg. St. Petersburg closed off. Ukraine trying to escalate war: related to BRICs trying to take over.
US has to have this kerfuffle in order to have a reason to overcome it. They have to drag NATO into it so the
Finnish people have a chance to survive.

12m
Will Matt Gates get any traction?
It doesn’t matter.

15m
It’s all a distraction. People can’t see the real thing that’s going on.

Nobody could make a technology worth fighting over until Bob, Carolyn and iON showed up.
Cold Play set off WW3.

The people in power don’t run anything.

19m
Tiktok of biblical prophesy from 18th to 23rd.
Related to Virgo constellation. They have never lined up this way before in history.
This timeline shift means facts of the past will be changed.

21m
Timeline shift / star alignment opened the Eastern Gate. It’s the key.

23m
TikTok: China’s collapse.
China is done, over. All they have left is Mongolia but that won’t work because it’s Bob’s.
Same thing that happened when Chernobyl blew: no problem in Russia, especially in Chernobyl.
No Xi has a fellatio based relationship with everyone in the Far East.
China can’t pay Russia for their resources.

World having a bad week but Bob is sitting pretty.

27m
Shift of everything coming at the same time. All accounts settled at end of day. If things are as good as they
say, where is Jerome Powell?

29m
@Alissa

Big Note chart
Chart being less of a table and more of a vector thing.
Star Trek, when Whoopi was running bar. They played layered chess, 4 games at same time. Multi step
gaming.



Dobbs quadrant is the referee of the games: Murray Head one night in Bangkok.
Tesselations in Big Note.

Big Note Chart ends in no-time so it can’t be finished.

34m
@Chad

Vector databases
The best vector database today can handle at least 1000 dimensions per vector. 1000 is where it begins. It
can go much further than that. That’s the whole position.
Especially since Sep 23rd; opened up even larger. They will be done with Newtonian physics. Fat lady is on
the stage.

How many dimensions can a vector handle in Diamond RAM?
No limit. That was trouble JW had with monoliths. Tried to limit it but it would always overload. Let it run,
open up. Every phase. Not a 3-phase, banister. That’s a way to regulate it. You can regulate power, but you
can’t regulate information.
Need a squelch at some point or it just becomes static.
If you have 1000 realities at same time, which are you enjoying. That’s the point.
Chad has to do the squelch on the infinity.

36m
2011 private session Chad:
You’re sieving. Sieve recursively (finer and finer) until it’s so fine that every particulate can be individually
divided. You’re constantly redefining.
The more you achieve redefinement, refinement, the more fantastic the singularity will be perceived.
But not infinite regress like turtles all the way down?
Right. Talking about your focus in an infinite capacity. The landscape but you’re the driver. You don’t know
where the road goes but you’re the driver. Just need 200 feet in front of you lit up.

Would a specific tangent serve as a breakpoint?
Yes. You and Hal Holbrook know that better than most.

Re: above to Germaine / telomeres are where we travel. Telomeres are breakpoint in meat sack?
Yes, that’s the part you can break away and reconnect, vis a vis the eukaryotes.

Wi-Fi and Cloud
38m
20230314 What Youth
Wi-Fi more permeable and data comes on data transcript.
It doesn’t have to be translated. Like an analog system. Picks up note as it is. Doesn’t have to be
received, downloaded, adjusted. Cleans all that up.

Not analog but read as analog. That’s why Firestick works. Gets everything. It doesn’t sort it. Before, you
had to tune into a station. Firestick gets everything and then you tune into what you want to watch. I Love
Lucy is now on all the time.



38m
Bob: Telomere is off/on like tactility. Tactility of chromosome ending splits into non physical. End of time is no
more friction.
iON: this world doesn’t have tactility. You bring tactility to the world.
On/off proves the visceral. Eg. Capital Building just nothing but a projection on that stone to show you
everything is ok, yet no one is there.

41m
Wi-Fi gets modulated / demodulated using the quadratic unit circle phase shift.
Typically. At least. The phases are increasing now. We’re in 10G now.

Is that another benefit of Wi-Fi as it can connect to a trigonometric function?
Yes, but that’s just the explanation of how it works. But cloud will be done from a whole different strata. Like
when you wake up midnight and have to go pee, don’t need to consult WiFi to figure it out.
Cloud info will be a knowing like autonomic function. That’s the connection that gets you out of bed to go to
the potty.

Bob: that’s the coming together of conscious, unconscious, preconscious and carnivalesque (menippean).
iON: that’s how cloud is accessible.
We’ve said “we’re going to have a cloud that’s going to control everything.” We didn’t say how you all would
have access to it.
Now we’re telling how you’ll have access to it.

Now cloud access due to monoliths being turned on?
Yes. It’s getting hot and you’re going to need them in about a second. Bob’s had a good week.
iON turned monoliths on so the ones who could get it would get it. Because,
You all may not enjoy the Emergency Broadcast System.

Bob is giddy because everything he has said is coming to pass.

Neutron star
47m
20230916 WY:
Is “physical geometrics” a compressed lattice of neutrons?
A. It’s one up quark and 2.5 down quarks. We will explain that later.

neutron star
The protons inside nuclei start turning into neutrons
Inner core becomes tightly packed nucleons with quarks intact. Nucleons cluster so close together that they
start to overlap.
Does the overlap between nucleons mean they can share a quark, explaining the 1/2 quark you mentioned?

Yes, that’s the down 2.5. That’s the way you regulate it or tell. You don’t need to know that information but
now that you do, you can map it. You’re going to have to navigate this minefield in about a second.

We care more about your spinal fluid than your blood. Blood will take care of itself.
You all need to get the pineal in high gear, stop double clutching it or you won’t get it opened up. We’ll rev it
up more so you can feel that clutch.



49m

Quark Collar and the Dot
20221022 PayDay:
Cloud bits are not qubits. It’s a quark collar.
20221105 PayDay to Bert:
Quarks and p-brane are outside of the dot. If they're contained in the dot they're trapped or bound or in
stasis, and quarks are never in stasis.
Is the dot the quark collar?
Correct. That’s good sometimes because things go so fast you don’t know what you’re doing. Dot allows you
to stop and say “there we are”. Like when porn runs too fast on a high speed network. You want to slow it
down to the good parts so you can watch them. Dot is how you contrive the positional relegated position that
you’re engaged.

50m
Is dot at end of telomeres before you go to next world?
Not necessarily. Just want to SEE when you go. You don’t care when you go, just want to see.

TARDIS dot in relation to telomeres?
That’s how you engage it. That’s how the TARDIS works.
Dot lets you know if you’re inside or outside the TARDIS.
TARDIS allows you to move beyond a realm that you know.
When you jump off the telomeres you’re in the TARDIS. That’s what happened to the Time Lords of Gallifrey.
There is no time so that planet got destroyed.

Bob: There is no time, so everything is happening at the same time. So we really can’t visualize where we’re
at now or anything about what’s happening now, other than what you think you want.
iON: lest and accept for the dot. Eg. “My legs hurt”, “my toenails are too long.”
Bob: Dot is finitude. A boundary.
iON: otherwise you wouldn’t know where you are, like Biden.

Threshold / threshing floor are example of the dot.

53m
When I'm listening to an archive and iON says a word right as I'm doing that thing, is that another example
of the p-brane? Or quarks?
Both. Insane in p-brane is example of how quarks interact or re-nite, not unite. Because we see them as
already-are.
The stuff that applies then for now is same example (eg. “Nan, turn on the dishwasher”) Because there’s no
boundary. That’s the thing JW has a hard time with due to having to merge into this realm.

55m
When you talk to Bob it creates a dot. When Bob talks about it and changes it, it fucks up everything. So,
something JW’s been working on for 6 months gets thrown on the cutting room floor.

56m
Since neutron star contains a corpse of neutrons that were formed by electrons merging with protons does



that align with the proton matrix being the glue?

It does. That’s representation of the star transfiguration for the key that opens eastern gate in the next few
days. That’s why Chad sees symbol 43 appears. This is like knowing when to go pee. You know things.
Nobody told you, you just see things. Take that to JW’s world where he sees all kinds of things and he can’t
tell which end is up. Talks to Bob and realizes Bob’s not even on the phone.

57m
Bob: Chad, take this question you’re going to ask and relate it to where we are now, did that happen on Mar
18, 2009. We’ve just done 33,000 hours of catching up. And how do the particles of matter move around in
the process of catching up.
We’ve been catching up since 2009.
iON: And how we juxtapose that past position that’s as true then as it is now.

Would adding the protons and electrons back into the nucleons in inner core of neutron star (corpse)
reanimate that corpse?
Try it. But moving too fast to reanimate it. By time you put it back together it has already passed.
Be careful because they (the superfluous they) don’t have the constraints of the dot, you do.

Bob: Particles won’t be moving when there’s no time, so relate your particle movements to March 18 2009.

Did electromagnetic field go away on Mar 18 2009?
It diminished. It didn’t happen instantly, choked it out.


